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Huntington’s disease (HD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder
HD patients have a CAG expansion in the 5’ of the HTT gene.
HTT mutation is inherited in an autosomal dominant fashion

CAG repeat length correlates with symptom age of
onset and symptom severity
Adapted from: Squitieri
et al (2000) AJMG

Progressive neurodegenerative disorder with a wide
range of symptoms observed above a critical threshold
of 35-40 CAG repeats

Movement disorders
•

•
•
•
•

•

Adapted from: Bates et al (2015) Nature Disease Primers

Involuntary jerking or
writhing movements
(chorea)
Muscle problems, such as
rigidity or muscle
contracture (dystonia)
Slow or abnormal eye
movements
Impaired gait, posture and
balance
Difficulty with the physical
production of speech or
swallowing
Impairments in voluntary
movements — rather than
the involuntary movements
— may have a greater
impact on a person's ability
to work, perform daily
activities, communicate
and remain independent.

Cognitive disorders
•

•

•

•
•

•

Difficulty organizing,
prioritizing or focusing
on tasks
Lack of flexibility or the
tendency to get stuck
on a thought, behavior
or action
(perseveration)
Lack of impulse control
that can result in
outbursts, acting
without thinking and
sexual promiscuity
Lack of awareness of
one's own behaviors
and abilities
Slowness in processing
thoughts or ''finding''
words
Difficulty in learning
new information

Psychiatric disorders
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Depression
Feelings of irritability, sadness or apathy
Social withdrawal
Insomnia
Fatigue and loss of energy
Frequent thoughts of death, dying or
suicide
Other common psychiatric disorders
include:
Obsessive-compulsive disorder, a
condition marked by recurrent, intrusive
thoughts and repetitive behaviors
Mania, which can cause elevated mood,
over-activity, impulsive behavior and
inflated self-esteem
Bipolar disorder, or alternating episodes
of depression and mania
In addition to the above symptoms,
weight loss is common in people with
Huntington's disease, especially as the
disease progresses.

Why HTT with 40+ repeats is devastatingly damaging but benign with
less than 35 repeats remains a fundamental question in HD
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Huntingtin (HTT) is through to be a large scaffold protein 100+ binary HTT:protein interactions reported
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Unstructured regions of HTT are heavily post-translationally
modified
Low resolution EM reveals a hollow structure but with no
significant global changes upon polyglutamine expansion

Adapted from Vijayvargia et al. (2016) eLife
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HD project aim: characterise HTT protein structure and binding partners
FLAG tag purification

1. Purify full-length HTT protein
N/C-terminal FLAG HTT1-3144
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3. Biophysical characterisation and structural biology of HTT
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Protein:protein e.g. HMGB1, PRC2, nanobody
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2. Identify interaction partners
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Electron microscopy:
15 Å negative stain 3D reconstruction

Protein:ligand e.g. DNA:
[HTT protein]

ssDNA
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dsDNA

13 Å cryo EM 3D reconstruction
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Progress towards understanding HD and finding therapies is slow

Flaws in the traditional publishing workflow are highlighted increasingly
Data
Data
Generated
Generated

Journal
Selection

Manuscript
Preparation

Manuscript
Submission

Peer
Review and
Revision

Acceptance

Copy
Editing

Proof
Reading

Rejection

This model has some issues…
1. Publication bias
2. The process is slow
3. Its expensive
4. Peer review is problematic
5. Often lacking data/details
6. Copyright issues
7. Often paywalled
…and preprints solve some of these issues
Jordan Anaya http://asapbio.org/preprint-info/biology-preprints-over-time

Publishing

CI
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HD research tools are difficult to generate and it’s a challenging target
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HTT is a big gene and a largely uncharacterised protein
Exon 1 – amino acids 1-90
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What type of research might not get published?
•
“Failed” projects – no big, shiny, fashionable conclusions
•
Difficult methodological issues to resolve
•
Intermediate results - incomplete research project due to staff
departure, shift in focus, grant lapse
•
Contradict published study – proving a negative is more difficult
that a positive
The argument for open access release of this data:
•
Its been paid for with tax dollars – transparent, complete and
honest reporting of projects
•
There are useful nuggets of information (data and protocols)
which can help other researchers with similar projects
•
Review by peers may help solve problems to move the work
forward

Predicted
HEAT Repeats

Open Notebook Research
Open access research
Collaborative and interactive
Real-time and honest reporting
Accessible to all

Points of consideration for sharing data
Quality – excellent science, high level curation
Detail – materials and methods, data entry, easy reuse
Speed – fast bench to public domain timeframe
Outreach – data communicated to researchers and wider spheres
Presentation – clear and self-explanatory
Feedback – dialogue with readers
Discoverability – easy to find
Impact – researchers using and building on data

Best practises for open notebooking – inspiration from others
ACTIVE:
Real-Time Reports, Truant lab - McMaster (Neurodegeneration) https://raytruantlab.wordpress.com ACTIVE
Open Source Malaria (Chemistry) http://opensourcemalaria.org ACTIVE
Rosanne Hertzberger (Microbiology) http://www.reblab.org ACTIVE
Carl Boettinger (Ecology) http://www.carlboettiger.info/lab-notebook.html ACTIVE
Dror Batan (Mathematics) http://drorbn.net/AcademicPensieve/2017-11/index.html ACTIVE
Open Notebook Science Network (ONSN) http://onsnetwork.org Catalog - ACTIVE
Tobias Osborne (Theoretical Physics) https://tjoresearchnotes.wordpress.com Teaching resource - ACTIVE
Andres G. Saravia https://research-engine.appspot.com/andres Archive - ACTIVE
INACTIVE:
Scott Veirs (Marine Biology) http://onsnetwork.org/scottveirs/ INACTIVE
Ann Mayo (Ecology) http://onsnetwork.org/mayonotebook/category/research/ INACTIVE
Chem-bla-ics (Computational Chemistry) http://onsnetwork.org/chemblaics/ INACTIVE
Nickolas J. Lasorte https://nicklasorte.wordpress.com INACTIVE
Anthony Salvagno (Open Access Policy) http://research.iheartanthony.com INACTIVE
Jean-Claude Bradley (Chemistry)
http://usefulchem.wikispaces.com/?responseToken=0ad5419ef05b77998507275d4009610b8 INACTIVE
Brigitte Black (Physics) https://openwetware.org/wiki/User:Brigette_D._Black/Notebook/Brigettes_Notebook INACTIVE
Jeremiah Faith (Molecular Biology)
http://www.jeremiahfaith.com/open_notebook_science/jeremiah_faith_lab_notebook.pdf INACTIVE
Nadiez Fernandez-Oropeza (Biochemistry) https://openwetware.org/wiki/User:Nadiezda_FernandezOropeza/Notebook/Notebook
Andy Maloney (Microscopy) https://andymaloney.wordpress.com INACTIVE
Cameron Neylon (Biophysics) http://biolab.isis.rl.ac.uk/projects/blog/blogs.php/blog_id/5 INACTIVE
Andrew Rambaut (Epidemiology) http://influenza.bio.ed.ac.uk INACTIVE
NB: Defined as inactive if no posts in last 6 months. Numerous examples software/code project open notebooks on GitHub.

Best practises for open notebooking – definition of a notebook vs. blog

Open Lab Notebook:
• Making complete research project
available online as it is happens
• Compiled of project plans, experimental
protocols and setups, raw data,
unfiltered analyses and other relevant
works
• Created and run on a platform to suit
scientists needs but available to anyone
to read

Lab Blog:
• Selective in reporting research outcomes
• Generalised updates lacking
experimental details or to include raw
data

Best practises for open notebooking – guidelines for Labscribbles:

1.

Every aspect of this project, conducted by myself, will be written up for the
notebook

2.

The level of detail and quality of write up will be equivalent to the
electronic lab notebook system (existing infrastructure at SGC)

3.

Experiments will be written up as soon as possible upon completion

4.

Maintain fluidity in structure and format for the project to evolve

The format of my open notebook

Experiments in the
lab, commentary on
scientific meetings
and published
reports

Written in report on
labscribbles.com

Link to scientific
findings deposited in
Zenodo under
creative commons
licensing

Share information on
social media
platforms

The format of my open notebook – changes made since its inception
1. Zenodo communities
2. Images on blog

3. Tweeting links to data and blog
4. Cutting time burden and duplication of effort
Write up at end of experiment completion
Notebook write up -> cut and paste for weekly meetings
Succinct blog posts but link to previous/relevant steps for
full story

The format of my open notebook – changes made since its inception
5. File format in uploads and annotation
FAIR Data Principles:
-> Findable
-> Accessible
-> Interoperable
-> Re-usable
Self-explanatory titles and PDF preview:

Check points:
-> Non-proprietary format
-> Easy to extract and reuse data/info
-> Discoverable
-> Makes sense?

Content of the notebook
Literature reviews

Wet-lab experiment write up

Data analyses

Computational analysis

Experimental plans

Conference presentation

Content of the notebook – the good and the not so good

Content of the notebook – the good and the not so good

Discoverability of the notebook by different groups
1. Keywords in Zenodo uploads
2. Twitter

3. Actively sharing the notebook or specific datasets
Who might make
use of my data?
Who might make
use of materials I
have generated?

Who has
generated similar
data to me?

Caution! Open notebook
status of data made clear in
notebook posts and when
shared with scientists directly

Working with collaborators on joint projects

1.

Every aspect of this project, conducted by myself, will be written up for the
notebook

2.

The level of detail and quality of write up will be equivalent to the
electronic lab notebook system (existing infrastructure at SGC)

3.

Experiments will be written up as soon as possible upon completion

4.

Maintain fluidity in structure and format for the project to evolve

Working with collaborators on joint projects often means being open
and flexible
1.

Every aspect of this project, conducted by myself, will be written up for the
notebook

2.

The level of detail and quality of write up will be equivalent to the
electronic lab notebook system (existing infrastructure at SGC)

3.

Experiments will be written up as soon as possible upon completion

4.

Maintain fluidity in structure and format for the project to evolve

5.

All collaborators should be invited to be contributors of the open notebook
and credited as authors on posts which they contribute to…..

Working with collaborators on joint projects often means being open
and flexible
All collaborators should be invited to be contributors of the open notebook and
credited as authors on posts which they contribute to…..
……BUT collaboration opportunities should not be turned down if collaborators
do not want work they conduct in the open notebook

Opportunities to travel
and present my work to
different audiences

Improving my presenting
skills and increasing my
confidence in my own
research

Raising my profile as an
early career researcher

Running an
opennotebook helps my
ongoing professional
development as an
early career researcher

Coordinating different
project threads across
multiple
labs/collaborators

Project planning and
milestone achievement

Honing writing skills –
scientific and general
audience
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datasets

Open science helped me secure long-term collaborations and grants
with field experts as well as mentorship:
Ray Truant – PI and HD researcher at
McMaster. Working on HTT
interaction partners and redox
signalling.

Sarah Tabrizi – PI at UCL and head of
the UCL HD research centre.
Working together on analysis of HD
patient SNPs

Susan Lea – PI at Oxford and manager
of COSMIC EM facility. Working
together to solve the structure of
huntingtin by electron microscopy
methods.

Bass Hassan – PI at Oxford,
interested in transcription control.
Would like huntingtin samples to
probe interaction of the REST
complex with huntingtin. Co-written
successful grant awarded from
Wellcome Trust.

Susan Lea

Collaborations with…
Ihn Sik Seong

Jeff Carroll

Stefan Kochanek

Alex Holehouse

Jeff Carroll – PI and HD researcher at
Western Washington University,
Mentor and advisor and potential
future collaboration.

HD researcher Dr. Tamara Maiuri started her own open notebook

Sharing my research online has given me opportunities to interact with
HD patients and advocacy organisations
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